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Scope of Presentation
0/IV
• Statement: The process of wave breaking at   
slopes is inextricably linked with the 
simultaneous formation of a reflected wave 
and a wave of transmission. 
Superimposition of incident and reflected 
waves results in the formation of a partial 
clapotis comprising of a phase jump.
• Analogue: Fresnel´s Equations describing 
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Measurements of water level deflections quasi synchronously










































































Cr = -0.32 Cr = -0.16
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Energy Density Spectra of Water Level Deflections




Δf = 0.00543 Hz
~IA ~IA
cut off cut offcut offcut off
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256 Components 






























Emax,i = maximum energy at loop i
and
Emin,i = minimum energy at node i

















 frequency range 0.4015 – 0.8030 Hz (74 components)
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IP
12 partial standing waves at slope 1:m = 1:3
Minimum partial clapotis node distances from IP
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014
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Hollow Cubes
 
piled up to form 
a stepped face hollow seawall




with the stem 
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cut off noise 
frequencies















• Energy contents of 
partial clapotis waves
piled up with reference 
to gauge station numbers
Comments:
Close to IP 
• nodes
 





• At steeper slope 1:2 
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 Nodes closer to IP with
• slope angle decreasing
• frequency increasing
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014















without phase jump (shift)





with phase jump Δϕ
 
= 180o 
(wave crest reflectet by wave trough & vice versa)





• Water waves (Clapotis)
incident wave: red reflected wave: blue
resultant wave: black




• Water waves (at a slope?)
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014






















Runup = transmitted 
wave pulse (phase 4) Breaking 
wave
IP































(wave crest reflected by wave trough & vv)
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014









































(wave crest reflectet by wave trough & vv)
Runup = transmitted 
wave pulse (phase 4) Breaking 
wave Click on the figure to start animation
• Note opposite transmitted and reflected deflections around IP.  
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014
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of a pulse 
























light waves: Fresnel´s Equations describing 
reflection and transmission of light at uniform planar interfaces
Superimposition
 
of positive incident 
and negative reflected pulses not
 shown !
Animation after Oleg Alexandrow (2007) 
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei/:Partial_transmittance.gifcrci
Analogue behaviour of water 
waves breaking on a slope 
(except rundown).
Click on the figure to start animation
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014












of a puls travelling 




























Animations after B. Surendranath Reddy (2004) 
http://www.surendranath.org/Apps.html
Analogue behaviour of water 
waves breaking on a slope 
(except rundown).
Click on the figure to start animation
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014


































Wave height ratio: Hr / Hi = 1.0
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014












Wave height ratio: Hr / Hi = 0.7
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014









































































Reflection coefficients in the range of parameters
°≤Δ≤°≤≤ 1800  distances phase and  0.1/1.0 ϕir HH
positive reflection negative reflection
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014
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Hollow Cubes piled up, Slope 1:2 
Cr (Hr /Hi = 0.26, Δϕ
 
= 48o)= + 0.17 
Wave packet 0.48 < f < 0.52 Hz 
Type of breaker: undifinable
Hollow Revetment, Slope 1:3 
Cr (Hr /Hi = 0.3, Δϕ
 
= 144o)= - 0.24 
Wave packet 0.48 < f < 0.55 Hz 
Type of breaker: collapsing
1:n = 1:3 




1:n = 1:2 
Cr = - 0.80
Found reflection coefficients attached to parameters
°≤Δ≤°≤≤ 1800  distances phase and  0.1/1.0 ϕir HH
positive reflection negative reflection
http://www.digibib.tu-bs.de/?docid=00047044 19/08/2014
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of breaking waves at a slope
• Verify current findings in a natural
 
scale: 








• Include the phase difference Δϕ
 
in the presentations 






• Standardize the application of composite response 









Extended version:  http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:0066-201008270
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